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Peace, Love, Unity, Respect Essay. Words3 Pages. We intently display ourselves sporting the most fashion conscious
trends in our suburban manifestations.

His delivery, using rhetoric, was full of fervid sentiment that reminds us of what we love about the United
States of America. The hippie movement became extremely trendy in the eighties. It is losing oneself to the
beat, becoming one with the music by letting the music control your movements. However, the underground
pathos remains part of the scene today. Rave Spirituality The actual concept of raves is not new-it is as old as
time itself. Now, as I write this at the end of , I am amazed to see how recent this history is. Drugs are a
frequent topic of debate among ravers. At the time of hostility from foreigners, he must be ready to shed his
blood for the sake of his motherland. No fights. I end this section with an amalgamation of quotes. It was the
propagated media images clouding my reasoning that excluded me from accepting any possibility of
negotiable goodness. On one hand, you have the people there just to do drugs, just to be trendy, just to see
what the latest fad is. Our society spews its conformist values on anything it surrounds, and in the moment that
one seems "different", we quiver. Every day a new style is created, old things are combined in different ways,
and new things are invented. Why fight them, when we can force them to join us. It becomes a self-containing
culture where the only way to get to a rave for the first time is to have someone take you. Delivering long and
long speeches about the Unity of Muslim Ummah does not tire our leaders, Imams and scholars. Raves are a
shared experience. Bey 1 Bey writes at length, but never really defines exactly what a TAZ is. It was also
during this rave that three guys from Milwaukee decided to come check it out. The only way to continue being
a part of the scene is to be a part of the scene. For males, baggy pants are the norm. There is a definite sense of
individualism within the rave fashion scene-you are likely to see someone in jeans, someone in black vinyl
pants, or someone in costume. However, ravers are nothing of a menace to society, but the heart of culturally
acceptable behaviours.


